“There’s something magical about the moment when a kite takes
flight and soars into the skies. In many ways, the kite represents the
actualization of dreams and possibilities.”
The last few months have witnessed our school community come
together to actualize many such dreams, that have taken months in
the making. This second edition of our newsletter is a tribute to our
students’ creative striving and their unique ability to bring
possibilities to life. This brings you our little forays into the world of
learning and adventure for June. This time while planning the work
for the summer break of the JISians, teachers thoroughly focused on
the same issue and planned the homework in a way where students
will be able to do everything in the confined walls of the houses and
at the same time would be able to grasp the entire world in their
fists. With the help of holiday homework this time they have been
taught to critically analyse everything and must practise ‘inquiry
based learning’ because it not only stimulates the free thinking mind
and creative spirit of the students but also teaches them to develop
curiosity and a deeper understanding of the world around.

ENGAGING IN ACTIVITIES
“Don’t be pushed around by the fears in your mind.
Be led by the dreams in your heart.”
Keeping kids busy and occupied is no easy task! Engaging students in the learning process
increases their attention and focus, motivates them to practice higher level critical thinking
skills and promotes meaningful learning experience.
So we did things that are useful, innovative and creative. Many activities were organized
such as mask making activity, Maze activity, sorting activity, bird feeder making, sorting,
talent hunt etc. to explore and encourage creativity in children and offer them a platform
to show their skill. Children participated earnestly in all the activities and came up with
amazing artwork. It inspired children to think and work creatively, promoting artistic
excellence. These fun filled activities engaged children productively and polished their
thinking skills making them more innovative and creative.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY- 5 JUNE
The food we eat, the air we breathe, The water we drink and the climate that makes our planet
habitable; All comes from nature…….It’s time to wake up. To take notice. To raise our voices…
This World’s Environment Day, it’s ‘TIME FOR NATURE…’ World Environment Day is celebrated
on 5th June every year, and Is the United Nations’ principle vehicle for encouraging awareness
and action for the protection of the environment. The theme for 2020 was ‘Time for Nature’
and while keeping the same proposition in mind; we at JIS did our bit to develop a responsible
disposition in our maturing minds towards this miraculous planet. Following the rituals of every
passed year, this year again on 5th June, students and staff enthusiastically participated in the
plantation drives to make their surroundings green, even from their homes.

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC DAY CELEBRATION – 21 June 2020
Music is the very basis of one’s culture and individuality. It gives meaning to life and
moreover Serves a refreshing medium for humans to take a break from their
stressful lives. International Music day was celebrated on 21 June by JIS students
keeping in mind the theme for this year, that is,” Music at the intersections.
Students celebrated the day with great enthusiasm and Enthralled everyone with
their performances at the comfort of their home.

FATHER’S DAY – 21 JUNE
“A father is someone you look up to no matter how tall you grow.”
Father’s Day is celebrated worldwide on the third Sunday in June. It is a celebration
honoring fathers and celebrating fatherhood, paternal bonds and the influence of fathers
in society. Fathers are our real life super heroes. Lots of fun and enthralling actitivities were
performed by the students at the comfort of their home with their fathers. Fathers, while
expressing their feelings on the occasion, appreciated the efforts of School authorities for
this unique idea of involving the fathers too. They said such type of events help them to
know the child better and also help them to nurture their relationships with the children.

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY – 21 JUNE 2020
“Yoga is the perfect opportunity to be curious about who you are”.
Since its inception in the year 2015, June 21st is celebrated as The International Day of
Yoga all over the world. Our Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, proposed this idea. He
said, “Yoga is an invaluable gift of India’s ancient tradition. It embodies unity of mind and
body; thought and action; restraint and fulfillment; harmony between man and nature; a
holistic approach to health and well-being. It is not about exercise but to discover the
sense of oneness with you, the world and the nature. By changing our lifestyle and
creating consciousness, it can help in well-being.” International Yoga Day was celebrated
by JIS students with great enthusiasm and fervor.

RELISHING HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
Holiday Homework is an amazing concept that can keep your child’s brain active over break
without them knowing they’re doing “homework”. We provide our future leaders a fantastic
platform to showcase their creativity in the form of homework. We inculcate elements that
lead to overall development of the students by catering individual differences too. It
encourages parents to be a part and parcel of the child’s learning. Holiday homework provides
the perfect opportunity to keep their “school brain” ticking over and keeps them challenged
and stimulated. They are getting ready for tomorrow’s opportunities. Fervent students of JIS
learn, refine their skills and focus on growth. We always look forward to creating an
environment of healthy competition.

STUDENTS’
ACIEVEMENTS

TANVI VIJ

INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION AT
SLDAV PUBLIC SCHOOL
SHALIMAR BAGH

XII C
XII

SECURED III POSITION

MUSKAN KHURANA OF CLASS XII
C participated in interschool competition
organised by Himalaya Public schoolSINO INDIA TIES AFTER COVID 19
and secured FIRST POSITION .
CONGRATULATIONS!

TISHA
VERMA
XII C
I had participated in Online Pyschology Internship Program
which was organized by department of mental health and
behavioural science , Fortis Healthcare limited . The session
was amazing and I got to know more about mental disorders.
This internship provided the opportunity to use information
you are learning in the classroom and broaden your
education .We understood the spectrum of psychological
disorders and covered many other topics of exploring the
emerging frontiers of your brain , mind and behaviour
interface .The program also focused on mental health
considerations during Covid-19. The program was very
interactive and productive. Also, I would like to thank my
psychology teacher Dr. Ritu Aggarwal for giving us an
opportunity to attend the internship programme .

If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself ~Henry Ford
Intra school competition was organised on the topic
"Corona virus" on 24 July. The students of class I and II
enthusiastically participated in the competition.

he

Harshita 1-B
Granth Dudeja 1-A
Secured First Position

Secured Second Position

Geetansh Sharma1-B
Secured Third Position

Jagannath International School organized INTRA-CLASS COMPETITION on 22 July'20 for
the classes 3 to 5.
Topic- 'Get into The Character.'
"I AM CORONAVIRUS"
All the participants made beautiful props and dressed up accordingly to get into the
character of Corona Virus. They gave description of how harmful it is, what are the
causes and how can we save ourselves from the Virus. Students made videos for the
same. They all were really confident and presented it wonderfully.

Winners
I Position - Ruhaan
Arora Class VA
II Position - Arnab
Bhatt Class IV A
Jhanvi Chugh IV B

Sources and Uses of Water
Class 1-A conducted an activity on the above
topic where children spoke 5-6 lines along with
self intro. They also used colorful props with
their presentation.

YARN DOLL
Little hands need to develop dexterity and strength. Take into consideration Class NurseryB conducted Yarn Activity on 21st of July in Subject-Hindi where they learnt ऊ से ऊन. Kids
Made the most adorable little dolls out of craft sticks, yarn and a few buttons. This fun and
easy activity helps to strengthen fine motor skills, co-ordination between eye and hand
and a super way to use up scraps of yarn or wool!

Online Inter School Competition “Vocal for Local “was
held on 15 July Organized by Mount Abu School.
Raavya Khurana of class KG A participated
enthusiastically in this competition. She had to enforce
on using of products made in India rather than foreign
products. She spoke the lines & was dressed up in hand
made beautiful dress.

Breakfast Time - little Chefs of 2nd grade at the peak of their creativity and giving
good challenge to their elder one's by making the healthy breakfast for themselves

JIS Pre Schoolers are Blooming Infinitely.
They just need freedom to appreciate the infinite resource their hand, the eyes and the ears,
the resources of form, materials, and colors.

A few proverbs were given to the students. Out of which they had the choice to select any
two. To take part in the activity, they had to count the number of letters in the proverb
and Subtract the total number of constants in order to find out the number of vowels. As
the result of the activity they learned the concept of proverbs along with Subtraction.

At the initiation of the online classroom routine, via zoom, the students were given a new
password for each day. In order to make it add another arc in their learnings, they were
given new words as passwords to increase their vocabulary. The students had to write the
word along with the meaning and put it in a box that would be a magical collection of their
knowledge over the course of the lockdown/quarantine.

Knowing About Plants
Class II Children visiting nearby park or garden to experience Mother Nature and to know
about different types of plants.

Various activities were conducted in the classes to inculcate the good habits as well as to
explain the topic in a better way to the students.

It was a great day for JIS as our principal o Ms.
Indu Sharma was on panel discussion with
other eminent educationist on the topic EQ vs
IQ: What determines success on 1st July.

The future belongs to those who believe in beauty of their dream. Dream can only
become reality through hard work
A moment of Pride and Glory! Heartiest Congratulation to our meritorious students of
Class X and XII
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